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MindSphere World at the Hannover Messe:
Successful first trade fair appearance and
rapid increase in membership
 Members showcase concrete IoT solutions at the Siemens booth
 Globalization of the association to kick off in Italy
 Five new members and around 20 applicants
The maiden outing of the “MindSphere World e.V.” user organization on the
Siemens booth at this year’s Hannover Messe was a resounding success.
Association members such as Festo and Eisenmann were on hand to showcase
concrete new MindSphere-based IoT solutions and applications to a lively stream of
interested visitors. Established as recently as January 2018, the MindSphere World
community is already demonstrating rapid growth, with members including Balluff
GmbH, EOS GmbH, iba AG, Haas Schleifmaschinen GmbH, XITASO GmbH and
other highly innovative companies already officially registered, while applications
from a further 20 prospective members are currently being considered. The
association is also set to take the next step to implement its plans for
internationalization by establishing a corresponding MindSphere user organization in
Italy over the coming weeks.

Jan Mrosik, MindSphere World e.V. Board Chairman and CEO of the Siemens
Digital Factory Division, said: “We’re delighted about the rapid industry-wide growth
of the MindSphere World membership. This dynamic development testifies to the
enormous interest which exists in IoT solutions across every sector of industry, and
will drive even faster expansion of the worldwide MindSphere ecosystem.”
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The members are also in no doubt about the positive impetus of the MindSphere
World presentation in the MindSphere Lounge at the Siemens booth in Hanover,
both for the association itself and for the individual member companies.
“Our Use Case about collaborative learning across global production networks in
automotive paint shops convinced a large number of visitors that Industrie 4.0
solutions are already achievable and offering real added value today. For instance in
the form of greater and more flexible plant availability or through the provision of
comparable data as the basis for predictive maintenance solutions,” said Bruno
Geiger, MindSphere World Board Member and COP/CTO at Eisenmann.
“The development of IoT solutions depends on an open attitude, creative ideas and
dialog – between companies of all sizes and from all sectors of industry, as well as
research institutes. Alongside the many successful talks which went on around the
trade fair booth, a particular highlight for us was the ‘MindSphere Open Space
Challenge’ staged at the Siemens booth. A team of talented young researchers from
the University of Manchester took up the challenge and developed a promising lowcost solution for optimizing pneumatic systems through data analysis,” reports
Andreas Oroszi, Board Member MindSphere World and Senior Vice President
Digital Business at Festo.

This press release is available at
http://www.siemens.com/press/PR2018050173DFEN

More information is available at www.mindsphereworld.com
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Siemens AG (Berlin and Munich) is a global technology powerhouse that has stood for engineering excellence,
innovation, quality, reliability and internationality for 170 years. The company is active around the globe, focusing on
the areas of electrification, automation and digitalization. One of the world’s largest producers of energy-efficient,
resource-saving technologies, Siemens is a leading supplier of efficient power generation and power transmission
solutions and a pioneer in infrastructure solutions as well as automation, drive and software solutions for industry.
With its publicly listed subsidiary Siemens Healthineers AG, the company is also a leading provider of medical
imaging equipment – such as computed tomography and magnetic resonance imaging systems – and a leader in
laboratory diagnostics as well as clinical IT. In fiscal 2017, which ended on September 30, 2017, Siemens
generated revenue of €83.0 billion and net income of €6.2 billion. At the end of September 2017, the company had
around 377,000 employees worldwide. Further information is available on the Internet at www.siemens.com.
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